Greeting Card Scavenger Hunt

Task #1: How many word wall words can you find and read? For example, how many times can you find the word *the*? (Repeat with other high-frequency words.)

Task #2: How many words can you find and read that have three letters?

Task #3: Find cards that rhyme. Find as many pairs of rhyming words as you can.

Task #4: How many words can you find and read that have two syllables?

Task #5: What kind of punctuation marks can you find? Name them.

Task #6: Find contractions. What two words are represented in the contraction?

Task #7: Find words that are written in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. Why did the writer do that?

Task #8: How many short *a* words can you find? Short *e* words? Short *i* words? Short *o* words? Short *u* words?